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Abstract

CG(Computer Graphics) is widely used in many
kinds of �elds, because of the recent progress of the
CG techniques, especially, in modeling and rendering
techniques. In the �eld of VR(Virtual Reality), CG
techniques are very important in order to make two
dimensional or three dimensional virtual world. It is,
however, very diÆcult to represent virtual creature
with locomotion and behavior.

In this paper, estimation method of �sh position
and posture from video using object matching tech-
nique is proposed. Then, some basic behaviors are
segmented from the obtained three dimensional posi-
tions and postures based on changes of the angle and
speed. Finally, a novel locomotion is generated using
the segmented basic behavior.

Keywords: Animation synthesis, Object matching,
Motion estimation, Motion control

1 Introduction

It has become possible to generate CG images with re-
ality by the improvement of CG(Computer Graphics)
techniques, especially modeling and rendering tech-
niques. In commercials or weather reports, many
CG images have been utilized frequently. Not only
in movies but also in VR(Virtual Reality) researches,
CG techniques have become important ones to make
two or three dimensional world.

As regards the technique to represent a stable crea-
ture at present, it is possible to generate a highly
realistic image. If motions are tried to be repre-
sented, however, it is diÆcult to generate visually
natural motions. Many trials for generating natu-
ral movements of creatures by using CG(Computer
Graphics) techniques have been studied. Some of
these researches[1][2] represent natural �sh locomo-
tions. Sanmiya et. al.[3], [4] proposed a method which
de�ne mathematical models by analyzing the motion
of creatures in observations. Tu et. al.[1] proposed a
method to make an arti�cial creature move by de�n-
ing principal motion patterns of �shes and giving pa-
rameters of mental status which are factors to cause

the motion. Each of which, however, remains some
problems in easily to use and generality.

In this paper, by using object matching for a �sh, a
method to estimate 3D position and posture of the �sh
from video is proposed. Moreover, the time sequence
of the obtained position and postures in 3dimensional
world is segmented to basic movements based on the
changes of angle and speed. As a conclusion, a method
to generate a novel locomotion and behavior of a vir-
tual �sh is shown by synthesizing stored segments.

In the following section, a literature of generating
an animation of arti�cial creatures is reviewed. In the
section3, a method to estimate motion parameters of
a �sh from video using object matching is explained.
In 4th，5th sections, motion parameters obtained in
the section3 are divided into motion segments that
denote a fundamental unit of motions and a method
to generate automatic motion and a method to control
trajectory by assigning control points are explained,
respectively. Finally, a conclusion and future work are
discussed in the last section.

2 Literature

In 3DCG, in order to generate animations, many re-
searches using kinematics, inverse-kinematics, dynam-
ics have been proposed. In these days, a method to
represent a motion by using a physical model[5] or
researches using arti�cial life[6], �citeAL:Sims94a are
proposed to generate a motion of arti�cial creatures.
Especially in researches regarding a motion genera-
tion of an arti�cial creature, the following researches
try to represent a motion of �sh.

A framework for animation with minimal input
from the animator is proposed by Tu et. al.[1]. They
de�ne a physics-based, virtual marine world, in which
arti�cial �shes inhabit. These motion patterns are de-
cided by using a few mental state variables. In addi-
tion, a method to learn a �sh's motion automatically
is proposed[7]. Because these methods use compli-
cated algorithm, however, it is diÆcult to generate
motions in real time. Moreover, Manabe et. al.[8] try
to represent a motion of �sh by applying a fan move-
ment of caudal �n based on vibration wing theory. It
makes a virtual colored carp swim by vibrating the �n



with a constant frequency. It, however, has a problem
that the algorithm has to set the angle of bend in the
body against the �n by comparing with the swimming
of a real carp heuristically.

On the one hand, some researches aim to realize
a real time generation of �sh motion[9]. Though this
method enables a school of �sh to locomote in real
time, a motion to vibrate the body is given heuristi-
cally. Moreover, researches in regard to motion gen-
eration of an arti�cial creature which aim at inter-
action with users[10],[11] are proposed. Yamaguchi
et. al.[?] propose a method to interact with a �sh in
a virtual water tank. It extracts a motion of a �sh
which swims in the water tank on a real world and
makes a virtual �sh swim in a virtual water tank us-
ing extracted motion parameters. It can generate a
motion of virtual �sh without analyzing the motion
of a real �sh itself by using a real image. The virtual
�sh itself, however, is not deformed, and only mo-
tion vector is obtained by a real image. It, therefore,
remains some problems about generating realistic mo-
tions. Kurihara[11] proposes a system in which user
interacts with a dolphin and generates a motion of dol-
phins in real time. It employs task-oriented approach
and path planning to obtain motion primitives such
as \swim" or \turn". Then an autonomous motion is
generated using these motion primitives. Sch�odl et.
al.[12] proposes a method to generate a non-periodic
video sequence which is called "video texture" by us-
ing several parts of consecutive video images. In this
paper, an image of several �sh's swimming in the wa-
ter tank is generated for one of applications. Since
a two dimensional video image is used, however, it is
diÆcult to represent three dimensional motion with
depth.

Aiming at assistance of �shery, some researches to
represent a school of �sh have also been discussed.
Sugiyama et. al. record tempral and spatial move-
ment of a school of �sh for a long period of time and
de�ne a mathmatical model which represents it. A
method to search optimal parameters from the ob-
tained parameters is proposed[3]. In order to model a
motion of a school of real �sh, however, various mo-
tions in a water tank under a uniform condition have
to be collected. It is, moreover, necessary to de�ne
appropriate functions which presents various motions.

The authors, therefore, propose a method that
three dimensional motion of a �sh is extracted from
video in which a �sh is swimming by using object
matching. Then, an animation of a virtual �sh is re-
produced using the extracted motion parameters. It
is not necessary to analyze the motion of �sh itself. It
needs just only a simple object as a model. Moreover,
motion segments are generated from the obtained con-
secutive motion parameters. By synthesizing the mo-
tion segments, a novel locomotion is generated.

3 Motion parameters extrac-

tion from video

This section describes a method to obtain three di-
mensional motion parameters from video using object
matching.

3.1 System overview

There are two kinds of swimming styles of �shes which
inhabit in the sea or river. One is a horse mackerel
type which vibrates the rear half of the body and the
other is an eel type which vibrates the whole body
from the head to caudal �n. The fashion of movement
in the creatures under water is wavy motion which be-
gins from the head like progressive wave and, increases
the amplitude of the vibration and makes the wave-
length short in the tail of the body. It is said that �sh
changes its �gure as a consecutive curve �ts along the
length of �sh.

In considering this characteristic of swimming
fashion of �sh, the system used in this paper is con�g-
ured as illustrated in Fig.1. Motion parameters of a
virtual �sh for generating animation are obtained by
the images captured by two cameras, one of which is
the upper side of a carp that is swimming in a water
tank, and the other of which is the side of it. The
optical axis of these cameras are set to be perpendic-
ular each other and the synchronized images of two
digital video cameras are used as input images in or-
der to obtain vibrating motion of the �sh easier. Ob-
ject matching is employed by using a region of the
�sh which is obtained by the di�erence of a �sh im-
age and a background image, and by using the edge
image obtained by canny edge detector. Three di-
mensional model which makes smooth deformation is
used in object matching. A center of gravity of the
�sh, an inclination of the head and curvature of the
backbone are obtained as motion parameters[13]. The
obtained motion parameters are divided into motion
segments that denote a fundamental unit of motions.
Then, automatic locomotion is generated using these
motion segments. Moreover, other locomotion is also
generated by assigning control points. The process
overview is shown in Fig.2.

3.2 A 3D virtual �sh model

A three dimensional virtual �sh model utilized in ob-
ject matching process and animation generation is de-
scribed in this section. The model is con�gured based
on a structure of a real �sh.

3.2.1 Characteristics of a �sh

In this paper, motion parameters of a �sh are obtained
from a real motion of a �sh. A carp is employed as
target �sh for the reason of the body size and its habit.
The swimming fashion of a carp belongs to the horse
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Figure 1: System con�guration
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Figure 2: Process overview

mackerel type mentioned above. In this swimming
fashion, a caudal �n moves as a fan and then it gains
driving force by repellent force of momentum against
the water. It is, therefore, necessary for �sh to vi-
brate its body and gain the driving force in order to
advance,

From a skeletal structure point of view, head is
composed of bone and head length of a �sh is almost
one-third of its total length. Furthermore, it has a
backbone composed of a great many of spines. The
head, therefore, cannot deform, but the rear part of
the body deforms smoothly. As a result of prelimi-
nary observation, the head hardly deforms, and only
inclination and direction in the water tank coordi-
nate system change. On the other hand, the body
deforms smoothly along the backbone. The observed
�sh forms are shown in Fig.3.

3.2.2 A virtual �sh model

As described in the previous section, the character-
istics of the deformation of a �sh are di�erent from
each part. Three dimensional model of a virtual �sh
employed for object matching is con�gured in which

Figure 3: Forms of a �sh in preliminary observation

a body structure of a �sh is divided into the following
three parts. In this paper, the positions of �ns are
not extracted in the parameters extraction process,
but models of �ns are created in order that the same
model should be used in generating animation based
on the obtained motion parameters.

Head: Because the head hardly deforms and it can be
regarded as rigid body, it is synthesized by the simple
polygons.

Body: Body has a backbone composed of a great
many of spines, and it deforms smoothly. In order to
realize a smooth deformation, NURBS(Non-Uniform
Rational B-Spline) is employed. As illustrated in
Fig.4, a model is con�gured by some groups of control
points.

Fin: Since pectoral �n or caudal �n does not have
muscles itself and it is just attached with the body, it
is con�gured by connecting a polygon as a plate with
the body.

The body part of three dimensional model of a
virtual �sh is drawn in Fig.5. A center of grav-
ity of the �sh is set to the base of the �sh's head
which locates at about one-third from the head, and
it is set to the origin of modeling coordinate sys-
tem. The number of parameters obtained in pos-
ture estimation process is 9. These are a center
of gravityfGx; Gy; Gzg, the inclination of a �sh's
headfRy; Rzg and the anglesfA0; A1; A2; A3g between
skeletons which determines the posture of the body.
These parameters are illustrated in Fig.5, respectively.
In this paper, an assumption that there is no twist mo-
tion around the x axis in the local coordinate systems
of the �sh is employed.
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Figure 5: 3D model for object matching

3.2.3 Calibration of a 3D model

In order to create an appropriate three dimensional
model which is used for object matching, a �sh is
captured under restricted conditions in which the pos-
ture of �sh is ideal straight. Then, di�erence images
against a background image and edge images of the
upper side and the front side are generated. Next,
a small size model is used as an initial model, and
matching is performed varying the width and height
of the 3D model for each image. The most appropri-
ate model which has the highest evaluation value is
employed as a 3D model for object matching.

3.3 Acquisition of motion parameters

using object matching

In order to obtain the motion parameters of a �sh, ob-
ject matching is employed for each frame of consecu-
tive input images and the posture of �sh is estimated.
As initial values of posture in estimation process of
each frame, the posture of a previous frame is used.
Moreover, a reduction of matching process is realized
by hierarchical matching.

3.3.1 Acquisition of motion parameters of the

�rst frame

In the �rst frame, a procedure to extract motion pa-
rameters is di�erent from it on and after the second
frame. The motion parameters are obtained from the
�rst and the second frame. First, a di�erence image
between the �rst frame and a background image in
which a �sh doesn't exist is generated and then the
image is binarized. Next, the region in which a �sh
exists is extracted by performing dilation and erosion.
A skeleton is extracted for the image captured from
the upper side of the water tank, in order to estimate
the inclination of the head. In the same way, a skele-
ton is extracted in the second frame. Center points
of two obtained skeletons are obtained, and then a
translation vector of a �sh is calculated. The progress
direction of the �sh is estimated from the translation
vector, and it assumes that the �sh's head is in the
same direction of the progress direction. Then, the

skeleton is divided into seven equal parts. Line seg-
ments formed by the second, third, fourth, �fth of
points and the end points make a skeleton of a virtual
�sh. Finally, motion parameters fA0; A1; A2; A3g are
obtained from the skeleton of the virtual �sh.

3.3.2 Evaluation function

The motion parameters of the �rst frame obtained in
the previous section are utilized as the initial values of
the next frame, the motion parameters of each frame
are obtained in turn. In extraction of the motion pa-
rameters, object matching is employed by using a dif-
ference image obtained from the upper side and the
front images and using the edge image detected in
canny edge detector[14].

De�ne that the parameters which determine the
posture of three dimensional model is denoted as X =
fxi j 0 < i � ng. Where, n denotes the total number
of parameters of three dimensional model. As shown
in Fig.6, S denotes the area of a �sh in the di�erence
image and P (X) denotes the area by projecting three
dimensional mode onto the image plane.

fish region projected
3D model:P(X)

3D model

fish region obtained
from image:S

edge region projected
3D model:Q(X)

edge region obtained
from image:Ε

Figure 6: Evaluation of the posture of 3D model

f(A) is de�ned as a mapping function which cal-
culates the area of region A on the image plane. An
evaluation function with regard to area is de�ned as
follows;

J [X] =
f(P (X) \ S)� f(P (X)� S)

f(P (X))
(1)

where, � is XOR operator of both regions and \
is AND operator of them. In the same way, suppose
that E denotes the edge region obtained from canny
edge detector and Q(X) denotes the edge region in
which the model is projected onto image plane, and
an evaluation function with regard to edge is de�ned
as the following formula.

K [X] =
f(Q(X \ E)� f(Q(X)�E)

f(Q(X))
(2)



The weighted sum of the formula(1) and (2) is em-
ployed as the evaluation function of the object match-
ing. The function V [X] is shown in equation(3).

V [X] = J [X] +W �K [X] (3)

where W is weight.

3.3.3 Posture estimation from upper image

First, matching of the head region is performed by
using the image captured from the upper side of the
water tank and x; z coordinate values of a center of
gravity of a �shfGx; Gzg and inclination around y axis
fRyg are estimated.

In the estimation of the head region, the region is
searched within 100�100 pixels centered on the center
of gravity of previous frame. Fish usually swims to-
ward the head direction at a certain speed, because of
its body structure and the swimming fashion. There-
fore, suppose that the head region on the current
frame exists around the prolongation of the inclina-
tion of the head on the previous frame and the head
region is searched within a restricted area. Because
a �sh goes forward without changing its direction in
most cases, the matching can perform e�ectively. In
the case it does not satisfy this assumption such that a
�sh twists its body to accelerate or twists the body to
change direction, that is to say, in the case the value
V [X] is smaller than a certain threshold, region re-
striction is not employed, but matching is performed
around the head region of previous frame. The match-
ing procedure is explained as follows;

1. The position and angle are predicted roughly, as
the value of fGx; Gzg are changed 3 pixels and that
of fRyg is changed 3 degree, respectively. The search
range is limited in the restricted region. In this pre-
diction, the matching ratio with regard to edge which
is denoted in formula(2) is used for an evaluation func-
tion.

2. If the matching ratio mentioned above is larger
than a certain value, fGx; Gzg and fRyg are changed
1 pixel and 1 degree within�3, respectively. The most
optimal parameters which make it the largest that the
value of evaluation function shown in equation(3) is
searched.

3. In the case matching ratio of step1 is always
smaller than a certain value, it is judged that the re-
gion prediction is failed. Then, process 1 is performed
without any region restriction.

The upper input image and the result of estimated
head region are shown in Fig.7(a) and (b), respec-
tively. In the posture estimation process of the body,
the optimal parameters are searched by changing the
value fA0; A1; A2; A3g in turn. The result of the esti-
mated body is drawn in Fig.7(c).

(a) Input image (b) Estimated head

(c) Estimated body

Figure 7: Posture estimation from upper image

3.3.4 Posture estimation from front image

Based on the parametersfGx; Gz ; Ry; A0; A1; A2; A3g
obtained from the upper image, the y coordinate value
of the center of gravityfGyg and fRzg which is the in-
clination around z axis are searched. Though the �sh
usually vibrates the body in order to gain the driving
force, the body cannot be changed its direction up-
per and lower direction rapidly. In the matching pro-
cess, Gy and Rz are, therefore, changed by 1 pixel and
1 time, respectively, so that the optimal parameters
which make evaluation value the largest are searched.
Fig.8(a) and (b) illustrate the input image and the
result of posture estimation from the front image.

(a) Input image (b) Estimated posutre

Figure 8: Posture estimation from front image

4 Motion generation of a vir-

tual �sh

4.1 Classi�cation of the movements

based on motion parameter

A �sh gains driving force by repellent force of mo-
mentum against the water. In changing its course,
it makes the direction of the head turn around by
twisting the whole body. In the movement of a �sh, a
behavior of the body itself and a locomotion in under-
water have tightly relations in each other. Therefore,
it is necessary that the behavior like a twisting and



transition in the locomotion should be regarded as one
movement. In this paper, a basic unit of the move-
ment represented by the combination of such behavior
and locomotion is called \segment".

4.1.1 Classi�cation of �sh posture

Postures of a �sh at each frame are classi�ed into ba-
sic postureP and non-basic posture �P . Basic posture
denotes that a �sh stretches its body almost straight,
and that each value of parametersfA0; A1; A2; A3g ob-
tained at the previous section is within �4 degree.
The rest of postures, in which the �sh leans its body,
denotes non-basic posture.

4.1.2 Division into segments

The motions which have vibrating motion and deceler-
ation motion are extracted from the motion sequence.
The vibrating motion denotes a motion from P to �P
and the returning to P again. The deceleration mo-
tion denotes the movement which keeps up the pos-
ture of P successively. The concept of the classi�ca-
tion of the movement is shown in Fig.9. The move-
ment as F1 ! F2 ! F3 in Fig.9 is the one in which a
�sh makes the body vibrate only for a certain ampli-
tude and returns to the basic posture. These changes
of postures are regarded that the �sh accelerates for
moving forward or leans the body for turning. On
the other hand, in the movement F0 ! F1 in Fig.9, a
�sh moves toward a certain direction without vibrat-
ing the body. In this movement, it is regarded that
the �sh advances just by inertial force and that the
speed decelerates.

However, in the case that the direction of the �sh
hardly changes as F1 ! F3 and F3 ! F5 illustrated in
Fig.9, that is, such a movement of vibrating the body
to accelerate, it is also divided into segments. There-
fore, the merge of vibration behavior is performed by
the following procedure described in the next para-
graph.

P

-
P: Non-basic posture

-
P

-
P-

P
-
P

P: Basic posture 

P P P

P

Fi: Frame number

F0 F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 6F

7F

8F

X

Z

Decceleration Vibration

Vibration

Vibration

: Posture and direction

Figure 9: Segmentation into basic behaviors

4.1.3 Merge of segments

In the case that the amount changes of the head's
inclination is smaller than a threshold in consecu-
tive vibrating motions, plural vibrating motions which

were described in the former are merged into one seg-
ment. If the anglefRyg around y axis at the �rst
basic posture and the angle at the last basic pos-
ture should be smaller than a certain threshold Th
in the two consecutive vibrating motions, they are
merged. On the other hand, if the angle is larger than
the threshold, segments are kept divided as di�erent
movements. Three motions, which are deceleration
motion as F0 ! F1, acceleration motion as F1 ! F5,
and right turn or left turn motion as F5 ! F8 are
obtained as shown in �gure10.
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Figure 10: Segmentation into basic locomotion

4.1.4 Results of motion segments

A movement of virtual �sh generated by obtained
motion parameters is illustrated in �gure11(a) and
the results of the divided segments are shown in
�gure11(b)�(d). The results of the segments are
shown on the local coordinate system of the �rst basic
posture. Fig.11(a) shows every 3 frames of the trajec-
tory of the center of gravity of the �sh in 150 frame
motion parameters obtained in the previous section as
black points. It also shows the posture of a �sh at the
beginning and ending of the segment. Fig.11(b)�(d)
are segment which is obtained by the movement of
Fig.11(a), and each shows right turn, acceleration and
deceleration motion. These �gures show trajectory of
the center of gravity of the �sh in every 3 frames, and
illustrate the posture of a �sh in every 5 frames.

(a) Obtained locomotion (b) Right turn

(c) Acceleration (d) Deceleration

Figure 11: Segmented locomotion



4.2 Motion Synthesis of a Virtual Fish

A method to generate a novel motion of a virtual �sh
by connecting several segments is discussed in this
section.

4.2.1 Rule for connecting segments

As shown in Fig.12, a motion synthesis of virtual �sh
is realized by connecting the end points of each seg-
ment. In connecting segments, coordinate system is
transformed in order that the new segment should be
aligned with the �nal basic posture of the previous
segment. As described in the previous section, the
motion of a �sh is connected smoothly because all
postures of the �sh in the ends of segments are ba-
sic postures. Also in a novel movement generated by
connecting segments, unnatural motions by changing
the body postures don't appear.

i-1S
VBi-1 X

Z

Si

Z

XVBi

VEi-1

VEi

VBiVEi-1 = Synthesized segment

Z

X

i-1S

: Beginning speed
Si
VBi

:Segment

Ending speed

Inclination against X axis 
of ending direction

:VEi

:

θi

Si’ Si’

Connect S     and Si-1 i

Rotate

θi

θi

Figure 12: Connection rule of segments

On the other hand, unnatural movements are gen-
erated in the case that the arbitrary two segments are
connected because the speed of virtual �sh is di�erent
from each segment. Therefore, the following restricted
conditions are given in connecting two segments Si�1
and Si. It is connected only in the case that the end-
ing speed V ei�1 of segment Si�1 and the beginning
speed V bi of segment Si are almost the same. As a re-
sult of preliminary experiments, the beginning speed
V bi and the ending speed V ei of each segment were
within the range of 0 � 6 pixel/frame. Therefore, in
this paper, the speed is divided into 3 ranges and the
connection should be permited if the speed is within
the same range.

4.2.2 Results of motion synthesis

The generated animation using the connecting rule
described in 4.2.1 are shown in �gure13. The points
in the �gure denote trajectory of the �sh's center of
gravity, and virtual �shes in the end of segment are
illustrated. In generating animation, segment which
satis�es the possibility of connection is selected at ran-
dom and then connected. In the case it doesn't sat-
isfy the possibility, segment data is selected from a

set of data at random until the one which satis�es is
selected.

(a)Deceleration ＋ left turn (b) complex locomotion

Figure 13: Examples of jointed segments

5 Motion synthesis of virtual

�sh by assigning control

points

In this section, a trajectory control method in which
virtual �sh passes through control points, is described.

5.1 Trajectory control using control

points

To control the trajectory of a virtual �sh's movement,
the connection conditions are more restricted than the
one in previous section. As shown in �gure14, to gen-
erate a motion aiming to go towards control point Ci,
a segment which makes the position to be closest to Ci

is selected. Moreover, by virtual �sh's center of grav-
ity passing through the region of a certain distance
from the control point Ci, the target control point is
changed to the next control point Ci+1.

Candidate of segments

Control pointCiZ

X

Select the most nearest 
segment for the control
point

Ci+1Control point

Figure 14: Selection of segment based on control
points

5.2 Experimental results

The result of virtual �sh movement by assigning sev-
eral control points is illustrated in �gure15. Figure15
shows the movement every 60 frames. Each control
point is drawn by a small cube, and it shows a virtual
�sh is moving in speci�c order.



(a) 0frame (b) 60frame

(c) 120frame (d) 180frame

(e) 240frame (f) 300frame

Figure 15: Control of virtual �sh locomotion using
control points

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a method to obtain motion parameters
of a �sh is proposed by employing posture estimation
of the �sh. In posture estimation, object matching
technique is performed to each frames of the video
taken from a real �sh in a water tank. Motion pa-
rameters denote a center of gravity, the inclination of
a �sh's head and the angles between skeletons which
determines the posture of the body. These represent a
transition of the movement of �sh with the change of
times. The method to divide the motion parameters
into several segments by using the characteristics of
the motion of �sh is proposed. The method presents
the virtual �sh's movement which is quite natural by
synthesizing according to the segment connection rule.

We are planning to propose a more accurate and
more high performance extraction method of motion
parameters. It is also a charming theme to make a mo-
tion data base and its retrieval. Furthermore, we are
trying to generate retargetting motion from the ob-
tained motion parameters and compare with physical-
based model technique quantitatively.
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